Langley Porter Psychiatric Hospital and Clinics

Langley Porter Psychiatric Hospital and Clinics (LPPH&C) consists of an adult inpatient unit, an adult Partial Hospitalization Program, and adult/child outpatient services accounting for more than 20,000 visits per year. Primary diagnoses for patients in all services include major depression, anxiety, and psychosis.

LPPH&C serves all ethnic and socio-economic groups who reside in San Francisco and the greater Bay Area, as well as those referred from areas throughout the western United States.

Making an appointment

If you are interested in obtaining treatment for yourself or a loved one, please call us at (415) 476-7000.

IF YOU ARE EXPERIENCING A LIFE-THREATENING MENTAL HEALTH EMERGENCY, PLEASE CALL 911 OR GO TO THE NEAREST EMERGENCY ROOM.

Intake and treatment

- **Intake phone interview:** When you call, a qualified intake expert will ask you questions about your condition, and then you may be scheduled for an appointment.
- **Getting to your appointment:** Once you have your appointment, please click on the links below for directions to your treatment location.
- **About your treatment:** Your intake appointment will be with a UCSF psychiatric resident or psychology fellow, who may or may not be your primary clinician during your treatment. Our trainees are in the final stages of their training and are supervised by our experienced faculty members.

Location

401 Parnassus Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94143
(415) 476-7000 (appointments)
(415) 502-6361 (fax)
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